
Flute Lessons with Bethany Gonella 
50% discount on first lesson for new students! 

Contact: www.BethanyGonella.com  
 

 

Looking for a fulfilling, fun, growth-focused activity that can be 
sustained regularly despite the pandemic?  I’m offering online 
flute/piccolo lessons for students of all ages and levels.  My 
entire studio (ages 4 to 70-something, including college and grad 
students) transitioned to online lessons in March, and both my 
current and newer students have continued to thrive.   

About lessons:  
My teaching style is strongly influenced by the Suzuki philosophy. 
I focus on nurturing a positive growth mindset and analytical 
problem solving skills as I help students build not only musical 
mastery, but also confidence as learners.  I work with students to 
develop a variety of skills, including sight-reading, rhythm, ear 
training, beautiful tone, musicianship, and the social skills 
involved in being part of a supportive peer community.  I 
organize regular performance events (including a Zoom recital 
last spring) and monthly group lessons during the school year.  

Having private lessons with an expert on their instrument enables 
students to develop their musical skills and mastery in a much 
deeper way than through band participation alone (where the 
main focus is on building ensemble playing skills), and it helps 
them to have a more fulfilling experience in ensembles.  

 

COVID: Because of the aerosol production (tiny 
particles which stay airborne for an extended time 
and travel farther than 6 feet) and fast-moving air 
involved in flute playing, I am currently only 
offering online lessons to protect the safety of my 
students, their families, and my family.   

About me:  
I hold undergraduate and graduate degrees in flute performance and have extensive 
experience as a performer in ensembles such as the Minnesota Opera Orchestra, Minnesota 
Orchestra, South Dakota Symphony, and Chione Quintet.  I have pursued a variety of 
pedagogy training to build a broad repertoire of teaching techniques, and I have experience 
working with students who have special needs. 

More details and contact form: www.BethanyGonella.com 
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